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The what

Rightsizing ESG is deciding, and acting, on a particular ambition and commitment with 

respect to ESG and sustainability.

In the face of new investment, regulatory and political factors, it is timely to test the size 

of the current commitment – particularly with respect to climate strategy and Net Zero.

Rightsizing is about not overdoing ESG and comprising legitimacy and not underdoing 

ESG and missing the opportunity.

This project will provide client leadership teams with a streamlined process to 

review and adjust their sustainability commitments.



1. Convening a senior group at the client to consider their sustainability/Net-
Zero ambition and commitment starting with 1-2-1 discovery conversations

2. Framing of ‘rightsizing’ in the client context

3. Understanding and exploring the rightsized client ambition, 
commitment and strategy

4. Stress testing various possibilities of alternative ambition, commitment 
and strategy

5. Write up of key results and conclusions with actionable takeaways and a 
clearer vision of ongoing ESG commitments & strategy
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Rightsizing project outline

Workshop of 

1½ - 2 hours

Discovery 

engagement  

Tailored 

delivery



How does the WTW consultant engage with TAI on this project?
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TAI-led engagement TAI reach can extend beyond the immediate TAI membership of 30+ asset owners 

by undertaking specialised project work for any WTW client using the research-

driven toolkits that TAI has been developing for some time

Which WTW clients might be 

interested in this project

Those where this problem statement resonates:

‘We’d like our sustainability ambition and commitment to have more of a rationale 

and a conviction.’

This problem is particularly evident with Net Zero and other climate strategies

How does TAI contract with the 

client

This work can be carried out under normal consulting terms or using a TAI 

Statement of Work. In either case the suggested fee is £20k + VAT

How does the client consultant 

engage with TAI on this

The project is led by a TAI client lead (Roger Urwin, Marisa Hall, Tim Hodgson). 

They would take the lead on the project working alongside the client consultant 

who can be as engaged on the project as they wish  

Who to contact in TAI Paul Deane-Williams, Isabella Martin or Roger Urwin
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Introductions and 

context

▪ Pre-reading. Pre-polling

▪ Pre-workshop 1-2-1s

▪ Goals of workshop

▪ Survey 

▪ Key stakeholder exploration calls

▪ Reflecting, exploring, and deciding the direction of travel

1. Framing of 

rightsizing.

What is this about and 

why is it important?

▪ What is rightsizing ambition and commitment? How to assess it, re-shape it and measure it

▪ Purpose, goals, intentions, boundaries, enablers, outcomes

▪ What have we learnt from recent experiences

2. Understanding and 

exploring the client 

ambition and 

commitment

▪ Report back on the client polling results

▪ Client ambition and its alignment

▪ Client conviction and commitment

3. Stress testing various 

possibilities of evolved 

ambition and 

commitment

▪ Organisational resilience and adaptability

▪ Resourcing implications

▪ Stress tests 

4. Write up of key 

results and conclusions

▪ Second round polling – see appendix on Delphi method survey

▪ Direction of travel

▪ Next steps. Actionable takeaways

Workshop agenda
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Background notes and project goals

Background Complications include, but are not limited to:

▪ Versions of ESG ambition vary and straddle both financial value and non-financial values

▪ Multi-stakeholder factors increasingly frame the mission and direction of travel of sustainability

▪ Increasing politicisation of ESG

Project 

goals

Despite such limitations, ESG activities are still the best way to execute on sustainability impact. 

ESG ambition can be rightsized through:

▪ Understanding key strategic issues e.g. complex & uncertain macroeconomic environment

▪ Self-assessment to help leadership harmonise multiple ESG visions and versions

▪ Aligning ambitions with stakeholders and pledges 

▪ Self-awareness of gaps in: Purpose & Culture, Skills & Knowledge, Collaboration & Engagement; Data & Reporting 

▪ Exploring pathways to balance financial materiality with impact materiality

*ESG overlaps with the term sustainability (in investing). We use ‘ESG’ in this note for simplicity. 

For our view on ESG terms see 'What's in a Name’ TAI Investment Insights

ESG* has grown as a factor in the investment mix, but it must deal with certain complications
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https://www.thinkingaheadinstitute.org/forum/article/whats-in-a-name/
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Example results
Rightsizing is a combination of mindset, skill set and opportunity set

Very high
20%

High
50%

Moderate
30%

Very high
High
Moderate
Low
Very low

Overall ambition/appetite

Avg. 

score

68

10%

10%

20%

60%

60%

20%

60%

20%

30%

30%

60%

30%

60%

10%

20%

Strategy – strong thinking and processes in 
sustainability

Team mind-set – collaboration and coalitions

Universal owner – system mindset and long-
term holistic approach

Values – multiple stakeholder orientation

Resources – well resourced in sustainability 
people and technology

Very good Good Moderate Poor Very poor

Avg. 

score

66

66

62

60

50

Zero in on specific attributes
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Appendix



Delphi method
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▪ The Delphi survey method is a systematic method mixing 

horizon scanning* and interactive discussion to help exploit 

expert opinion and develop best practice principles

▪ Delphi is based on the principle that scenarios, forecasts and 

decisions from a structured group process are more accurate 

than those from unstructured groups

▪ The polling is in two rounds using discussion in between the 

rounds to improve outcomes. Group members are encouraged 

to revise their earlier answers in light of the discussion

▪ Practice** suggests that during this process the range of the 

answers will decrease and the group will converge toward a 

better answer.

*Horizon scanning is systematically scanning the next few years for trends, 

issues, risks and opportunities.

**TAI has used the Delphi method for over five years.
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Limitations of reliance and contact details

Limitations of reliance – Thinking Ahead Group 2.0

This document has been written by members of the Thinking Ahead Group 2.0. Their role is to identify and develop new investment thinking and opportunities not 

naturally covered under mainstream research. They seek to encourage new ways of seeing the investment environment in ways that add value to our clients. 

The contents of individual documents are therefore more likely to be the opinions of the respective authors rather than representing the formal view of the firm.  

Limitations of reliance – WTW

WTW has prepared this material for general information purposes only and it should not be considered a substitute for specific professional advice. In particular, its 

contents are not intended by WTW to be construed as the provision of investment, legal, accounting, tax or other professional advice or recommendations of any 

kind, or to form the basis of any decision to do or to refrain from doing anything. As such, this material should not be relied upon for investment or other financial 

decisions and no such decisions should be taken on the basis of its contents without seeking specific advice.

This material is based on information available to WTW at the date of this material and takes no account of subsequent developments after that date. In preparing 

this material we have relied upon data supplied to us by third parties. Whilst reasonable care has been taken to gauge the reliability of this data, we provide no 

guarantee as to the accuracy or completeness of this data and WTW and its affiliates and their respective directors, officers and employees accept no 

responsibility and will not be liable for any errors or misrepresentations in the data made by any third party.

This material may not be reproduced or distributed to any other party, whether in whole or in part, without WTW’s prior written permission, except as may be 

required by law. In the absence of our express written agreement to the contrary, WTW and its affiliates and their respective directors, officers and employees 

accept no responsibility and will not be liable for any consequences howsoever arising from any use of or reliance on this material or the opinions we have 

expressed. 

Contact Details

Paul Deane-Williams | paul.deane-williams@wtwco.com

Roger Urwin | roger.urwin@wtwco.com

Isabella Martin | isabella.martin@wtwco.com

Marisa Hall | martisa.hall@wtwco.com
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